Weekly Choice Board
Be sure to document evidence of learning (videos, photos, notes/journaling, completed printables, etc.) and upload onto the ClassTag home page,
or in a private ClassTag message!
[Math]
[Core Content]

Log in to Khan Academy Math and
complete at least 3 lessons. If you
don’t have internet access, complete
the math pages in your packet.

[Playing Card Challenges]

Play multiplication War, or check
out this link for almost 70 other
ideas for math games with playing
cards!
Hit the Deck: A collection of math
lessons

[Technology Corner: Math Games]

Log in to Prodigy or Splash Math
and play for at least 15-20 minutes,
at least 3 days this week..

[Chopped: Home Edition]

Choose or create a recipe to cookbut DOUBLE the recipe! Write down
the original ingredients list and
measurements, then record your
work and final measurements as
you double the recipe. It’s math you
can eat!

[Reading]
[Choice Reading]

Read at least 75 minutes and fill in
your Reading Log. A popular way to
split this up is to read 15 minutes per
day, Monday-Friday.

That’s Comical

[Writing]
[Core Content]

Choose at least 2 ways to practice
this week’s spelling words.
Then complete Paragraph of the
Week (2).

I’ve Got the Music in Me!

Read an article in the newspaper or a
chapter in a book and draw a comic
strip to show the important events.
Bring the text to life with images and
captions.

Compile a playlist for your current
mood. Your playlist must have a
minimum of 10 songs. Give your
playlist a name, describe the overall
vibe of your playlist and explain why
you selected these specific songs.

[Technology Corner: Time For Kids]

[Technology Corner: Word Games]

Choose an article in this week’s Time
for Kids magazine and create a 5
question quiz- WITH answers!

[Student Read Aloud]

Choose a picture book, short story, or
poem that you love. Practice reading
it aloud a few times, focusing on your
rate and expression. Then, take a
video of yourself reading aloud and
send it to me!

Have a grownup make an account.
then play reading and writing games at
least 15 minutes, 3 days this week.

[Creative Writing]

Write a letter or short story using 10
or more spelling words.

[Miscellaneous]
[Office Hours]

Attend at least one phone or virtual
“office hours” session to connect
with your teacher and ask
questions. See ClassTag for Zoom Info

Look and You Will Find

Choose your favorite sport, movie,
book, or subject and use that as
inspiration to create a scavenger
hunt with clever clues. Once you’ve
finished, invite someone in your
family to try and figure it out!

[Technology Corner: Daily Stem]

Work through The Daily STEM a little
each day!

Jingle All The Way

Think about an item or product in your
home that has been unexpectedly useful
while you have been stuck at home.
Write a jingle that could be used in a
commercial to advertise the benefits of
this random item or product. *Bonus: If
you play an instrument, put the jingle to
music!

